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-More than half a million children in the United Stateshave an autism spectrum disorder.

This was the finding reported Thursday by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which also views the
new data as "confuming the upper end of estimates" from recent U.S. and non-U.S. studies.
In short, the findings from the Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring study suggestroughly one in 150
American children have autism --many more than previously thought.
But some parents of autistic children say the finding of an increasedprevalence is no surprise.
Jeff Sell, who lives in Texas, is a 45-year-old father of two children with autism. Both of his children were born in
1994, but were diagnosed at different times in 1996.
"From a certain perspective, this is big news, but it is something that parents of these children have already known,"
Sell says. "But for a few years, everybody has been going through these more or less academic-type arguments [about
the prevalence rate].

"Call it what it is, I havetwo autistic childrenin my house,and at the neighborhoodschooltherearealso very many."
Catriona Johnson, 43, of Columbia, Md., has a son with autism who was diagnosed in 1995 at the age of2. "This didn't
surprise me, particularly in terms of where I come from in my state becauseour numbers are consistent with this," she
says.
A True Increase?
The higher prevalence in these latest findings begs anotherquestion: Is the number of autism casesgrowing, or are
more existing cases simply being detected?
"That's one of the challenging questions, and there is no way to answerthis for sure, for the time being," says Catherine
Rice, a behavioral scientist with the National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities and a leader of
the study. "That's one of the reasons that we developed the network, so we can answer this."
The true answer may lie somewhere in between better detection and an actual increase. There is little doubt that
detection of existing casesof autism has improved.

Also, the classificationof the disorderhasexpandedoverthe yearsto include casesthat mayhave beencategorized
differently in pastdecades.
But even taking these factors into account, some autism experts say the leap from a working figure of four to five cases
per 10,000 children a few decadesago up to one in 150 today is too significant to be attributed to these factors alone.
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"I think that certainly accounts for some of the increase in prevalence, but I don't think that we, as professionals in the
field, can feel totally comfortable that this can account for all of it," says Cynthia Johnson, director of the Autism
Center at the Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
The suspicions that autism is on the rise in the United Statesare echoed by Catriona Johnson, who says she and other
parents of autistic children --as well as many of the physicians she has consulted --have seenan increase in autism
incidence in recent years.
"We have seenthese huge increases over the last decade," she says. "We have been talking to medical professionals,
and every professional I've spoken to is saying that there is a real increase; they say they've never had to handle so
many kids with autism."

DiscrepanciesBetweenStates
Another new question raised by the data concerned the wide variation in prevalence between certain states.
New Jersey, for example, was found to have a nearly 1 percent prevalence of autism among children. In Alabama, on
the other hand, autism appearedto be roughly one-third as common.
"It may be in part due to differences in how things were sampled," says Cynthia Johnson. "Even though this was a good
study by the CDC, there were differences in teffi1Sof the records that could be accessedfrom state to state."
She says the difference may also be attributed to parents who move to other states to take advantage of medical and
support services.

Still, Rice says, further researchcould reveal other factors present in individual states that would have an effect on the
prevalence of autism.

A Growing Public Health Concern
Last year, Congress allocated $945 million to fight autism. Today, advocacy groups are calling for more
recent findings could support this appeal.

andthe

Autism organizationssayadditionalfunds maycomenot a momenttoo soon.
As growing numbers of those with autism reach the age of 21 --the age at which they will no longer be eligible for
services provided through the educational system --many parents worry that they will not be able to provide all of the
care and support their children need.
"The adults who care for these children are not ready to deal with that," says Catriona Johnson. "This study may help us
sort of think forward in terms of the services that will be neededto care for those with autism into adulthood."
One option may be to fund programs that allow those less profoundly affected to live as independently as possible.
Many, with adequatesupport, have shown that they are able to hold a job and otherwise become productive members
of society.
alternative, Sell says, is an expensive one.
"If we don't start providing them a little support, they will continue to be a drain on society, and that could end up
bankrupting the health care system," he says.
Findings Offer Hope
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Eventhoughthe studyconfirms a higherprevalenceof autism,parentsand advocacygroupsarehopeful thatthe new
findings will promptadditionalresearchand servicesto dealwith autism.
"I think this is what the autism community has been struggling with for the last five to 10 years
awarenessin order to get services in place," Catriona Johnsonsays.

getting enoughpublic

And the CDC findings could spur both the public and the government to act quickly to find new ways to deal with this
growing public health issue.

"My hopeis that this will generateconviction,"Cynthia Johnsonsays."If you think aboutit, one in 150children,that's
petrifying for families. We needto work evenharderto understandautism."
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